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Getting Connected COMPOSTING II:
atESF $5t - Food reduction returns!
by Rob Barber
Most of us have probably heard
about Vice-President Gore,s 1informa-
tion Super-Highway.
" He envisioned
it as a way to enhance information ex-
change. To the average person in the
US it probably sounded like a new idea,
but it is far from that. The Internet, as
it has been commonly called, has been
in existence for over 20 years. Even
though "computer geeks" have been
using it for years, the rest of us are still
catching up. Access to the Internet is
readily available to students, faculty
and staf  at most colleges and univer-
sities. Because access is "free" on aim-
puses, that is where much of the
Internet traffic originates. In the past,
the average US citizen has not had such
easy access, but that is changing rap-
idly. In recent years there has been a
proliferation of on-line services which
enable the general public to access the
Internet. These services are not free,
of course, but prices have been drop-
ping as the competition has increased.
E-mail continues pg. 4
by Walter Bailey
Remember those days when an ESF
student, faculty or staff member amid
just toss his or her paper plates, cups,
napkins and food waste into a bag to
be composted by Recycling Club
members? For many of us, it felt good
to know that this waste was avoiding
the plight of the land fill that much of
our excess suf ers. This excess was
also being processed into a soil-like
medium that has been used by students
for projects in compost engineering.
New and old Recycling Club mem-
bers dediaited to our objective of aim-
pus waste-reduction have decided to
re-activate the composting project from
the soil that Mother Earth has been
actively composting for a long time.
This time around were going "green",
which will create a healthier compost.
By the week of September 25, we
hope to have buckets in both the
Gallery snack bar and Nifkin
Lounge. In these, please deposit only
food waste. No paper products will
be added (i.e. plates, cups, napkins).
Look for signs posted above the
buckets for further details. From
there, the buckets will be carried up to
the old greenhouse once a day by Re-
cycling Club members at around 2 pm.
The food will be used for vermi-
composting, using red worms. The
boxes to house the worms are being
constructed by Recycling Club mem-
bers. Please help us out by keeping
the buckets tidy and only putting in
food waste.
Compost continues pg. 10
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Policy/Deadlines
The Knothole is the student publication of
the State University of New York College
of Environmental Science and Forestry It
is published every Wednesday during the
school year. The deadline forsuhmitting
pieces for publication is WEDNESDAY
at 4:00 pni on the week before they are
to appeac On disk or by e-mail, the dead-
line is THURSDAY at 12 noon. E-mail
submissions may be sent to
KN OTHOLE@M AILB OX.S YR .EDU.
Letters to the Editor will not be printed un-
less they are signed. Articles must also con-
tain the writer,s name (names will be with-
held upon request). The opinions expressed
are those of the writer only and do not nec-
essarily reflect the opinions of the paper
*
s
staff or anyone else affiliated with the Col-
lege. We strongly encourage any
eountcrviews, articles, notices, suggestions,
and new staff members. Die Knothole staf
meets in Room 22 in the basement of Bray
Wednesdays at 6:30. Phone: 470-6892.


































5rom t&e CEbxtor ...
T
he most obvious and visible dimension of the ESF
campus is the Quad. While having an open patch
of grass in the middle of the campus is nice, there
are more creative things to do with the space. 1 happen to think that a combined
effort from all of the students here at ESF would produce a hum-dinger of a
new quad. First lets have the EFB students find some cool plants and flowers.
This would be a cinch. Maybe just about 40 species, enough to show that when
we chant Biodiversity, we mean it right down to the campus itself. Right now
all we have is a monoculture of grass. We could have a symphony of nature, a
garden to make Eden look like Harlem. Of course, we'd need the forestry
majors to add some woodiness to the whole thing. We
,
ll need some big trees
and, you guessed it, some little ones. Now I realize that EFB and Forestry
students are great at picking species and creating diversity, but I think it would
be wise, if not essential, to check with some of the experts over in the LA end of
things for some aesthetic and structural planning. They could add some brick
walkways, some fountains, some incense huts, and maybe a small maze. This
would take many hard hours of sketching and revising, but 1 figure it could be
done in time to start work in the spring. The Forest Engineers would have to
survey the whole deal the first nice day- clearly one of the most pivotal aspects
of construction. As aselected groupof Alumni begin work plantingand build-
ing, the ES students will be busy organizing a gala celebration complete with
genuine Hawaiian Belly dancers and live music from all directions. Now, I
realize 1 haven't included the paper science people or the chemistry folks, or,
for that matter the faculty in all of this. Well, the project will require not only
departmental talents, but individual talents as well. Everyone, I,m sure will
contribute in some way to the new Quad's construction. Some students will
stay at ESF all summer working on the project. Some will refuse to sleep.
There will be injuries, frustration, and cramps, but... Come next fall, the new
quad will be completed.
There will be some, and perhaps many of you, that will object to this project.
This cannot be helped. 1 believe very strongly that our environment should
reflect our principles. I also realize that not all of as have the same principles.
Some folks may love the square neat and trim appearance of the present quad.
Others may dream of something a little closer to Babylon. It's all fine. Even if
we don't change the quad-ever, at least we will have considered it. I am not an
advocate of change so much as I am an opponent of resistance or resentment to
change. I admit, I don't think the chances of revamping the quad are too likely.
There"s a lot of history and tradition involved in these sorts of things, I know.
But the mind is full of frivolity, and change is only the manifestation of this
frivolity. By this I mean that our wild distortions occasionally become the
future. The Taj Mahal probably started out as somebody1s ridiculous fable, and
Coca-cola began as a cerebral twitch on a typically muggy Georgian afternoon.
Culture is thought, cooked and roasted, and The Quad, in its rectangular reality,
begs for reinvention.
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Club Presidents, Where Were You?!
by Albert Chun
I know that last semester, during
the Pass the Torch session, every club
and organization that participated
thought it would be a good idea to
communicate with other clubs and or-
ganizations in the ESF campus, espe-
cially USA. I am part of USA and
I'm also a president of an organiza-
tion (ASLA), so I know and hear how
each side feels about each other. Spe-
cifically, USA is not communicating
very much with the clubs and organi-
zations that they fund, and USA is
sometimes seen as just an elite group
of people forcing clubs to do certain
things. On the other hand, USA some-
times sees clubs and organizations as
refusing to communicate or cooperate
with the events and other activities
USA or other clubs and organizations
do. One of the best ways suggested to
increase understanding and communi-
cation was to have a presidents
roundtable discussions twice every
semester. This seemed to be a great
idea last semester.
Well
, last Wednesday, Sept. 21, was
this semester,s first presidents'
roundtable. I was disappointed to see
that only about 12 club and organiza-
tions were represented. This is only
about a third of the clubs on campus.
If you are a club president reading this,
WHERE WERE YOU?! However
,
we still went on with the meeting and
the clubs and organizations, including
USA, reported what they have done,
and are planning to do. This roundtable
would have been more successful if
more clubs and organizations were
present.
I would personally like to see more
club presidents, or at least representa-
tives, attend the next roundtable, which
will be on Wednesday November 16, at
5:30 PM in Nifkin Lounge. Members
of these clubs and organizations should
remind their execs to designate some-
one to attend the roundtable. If there is
a small turnout again, that means that
absent clubs and organizations don
*
t care
about other clubs and what,s going
on at ESF. This may be too harsh,
but that is the impression that I got.
Hopefully, clubs and organizations
will see the importance of the meet-
ing, and attend the next roundtable.
GAMMA DELTA THETA,S
ENVIRONMENTAL TIP OF THE WEEK
What many people don*t know is that it is FREE to recycle scrap paper. All
you need to do Ls drop of your paper at the Rock Cut Road Transfer Station (just
east of Rock Cut Road exit on Rt. 481) at gate 3. The hours for drop-off are
7am to 2pm Monday through Friday, and Sam to noon on Saturday. The fol-
lowing scrap items are recyclable:
-white and colored paper
-fax paper and computer print-out




-junk mail removed from the envelope
-empty envelopes (with or without windows
-glossy/coated paper, no plastic
-copy paper, business forms, checks
-adding machine tape, index cards
Tapes, staples, labels and paper clips do not have to be removed. Just a
thought-think about how much less garbage the world would have if every-
one recycled everything that was recyclable!?!?!? Please do your part to make
this world a better place-make a difference!!! For more information about
recycling you can call the Operation Separation Hotline at 453-2870.
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USA News
Almost a month has gone by since
the semester started and USA is work-
ing hard to keep its goals and objec-
tives about communication and com-
munity. USAmeets regularly on Mon-
days at 5:30 PM in Moon Conference
Room. About 80% of the students who
attend our meetings are new faces. We
have held four general meetings so far.
In order to maintain member interest
and get things done, USA had orga-
nized a planning committee, a special
projects committee, and a December
Soiree committee. Each committee
has specific responsibilities, goals and
objectives they want to achieve. To
give you an example, the December
Soiree committee is the one who plans
the banquet in December for ESF,ers
to enjoy. They take care of publicity,
logistics, speakers, etc. If you want to
find out more or help in this commit-
tee or the other two committees
, please
come and attend one of our meetings.
I would also like to remind all the
members of USA
, that means all the
undergrads, to vote on the upcoming
elections on October 4 and 5. Elec-
tion centers will more likely be in
Marshall Foyer or basement. Please
keep a close watch on where it will be
held.
E-mail from pg. 1
Many people have gained access
through their employers. Businesses
have begun to realize that the Internet
can provide them with important infor-
mation, and also greatly speed up com-
munication between offices.
What does this have to do with you?
Well
, for instance, some professors are
beginning to use e-mail for sending
class assignments. USA (the Under-
graduate Student Association) is plan-
ning to use e-mail to better communi-
cate with other organizations on cam-
pus. E-mail is becoming the preferred
way to send messages on campus. It is
quick and easy to get on-line and send
a message. Mass mailings are relatively
easy as well. One advantage is that e-
mail does not require paper of any kind,
it is easy to read most messages on a
computer screen without ever printing
them out. It takes only seconds for a
message to travel around the world on
the Internet, but days or weeks via tra-
ditional mail service (or snail-mail as
Internet users call it). Last year, GSA
first contacted the keynote speaker for
their Shifting Paradigms Conference
using e-mail, when he was in Austra-
lia. Not only does e-mail save time,
but it can save money by reducingS/w«7-
mail and telephone expenses.
In order to connect to the Internet
you first need to get a mainframe com-
puter account. This is free to all ESF
students through SU computing. All
you need to do to get your own ac-
count is to go to 116 Hinds Hall dur-
ing regular business hours, and request
an account. They may ask you if you
want a SUVM account or a Unix ac-
count. The best answer is Unix
,
mainly because SUVM will be shut
down next Spring, but Unix is also
easier to learn and use. The Computer
Center staff will give you a password,
instructions on how to change it, and
a folder entitled "SUnix quick help."
Your account should be ready to use
by the next morning.
The next hurdle is to find a com-
puter or a terminal to use to connect
to the Unix computers. Room 14, in
the basement of Moon Library, is the
most convenient location for ESFstu-
dents to connect to SU's mainframes
(at least until the SU mainframes are
reconnected to the Computing Center
in Baker Hall). Moon 14 has numer-
ous "dumb terminals." They are called
that because they simply consist of a
computer screen, keyboard, and a con-
nection to the mainframe computers.
When you turn on the computer.screen
(the switch is on the lower left side)
you should get an ACSNET prompt.
At the prompt type "rodan." Hit re-
turn a couple of times, then it should
prompt you for a username and then
the password that you were given.
Once you are logged onto your com-
puter account follow the directioas you
were given to change your password.
Then try using Pine, by typing "pine"
at the rodan prompt. Pine is a menu-
based e-mail program that is very easy
to use. It has all of the commands listed
at the bottom of the screen
, so you do
not need to memorize anything, lfyou
still run into trouble, read the short
pamplet in your SUnix quick help
folder entitled, "Using SUnix e-mail,
pine."
E-mail is the most basic way to uti-
lize the Internet, and many of you are
at least somewhat familiar with it
, but
how many know of other ways to use
the Internet? Next week I will con-
tinue this discussion about how to ac-






* TWILIGHT REVIEW 1994 *
********************
What is it?
TWILIGHT REVIEW is a crime prevention activity organized by your SUNY-ESF Public Safety
Department.
What is its purpose?
TWILIGHT REVIEW is designed to ask your opinion about night-time lighting on our ESF
campus. Another aspect of the program is to identify where it would be a good idea to put more of
the Blue Light Help Phones on the exterior of the ESF Buildings. TWILIGHT REVIEW is also
an opportunity to discuss any safety concerns that you have with your SUNY-ESF Public Safety
Department.
Who should come to the TWILIGHT REVIEW?
Everyone is welcome. We would like to see a good mix of students, staff, and faculty. Those folks
who use the ESF campus at night can provide us with their insights and concerns.
When and where will the TWILIGHT REVIEW take place?
TWILIGHT REVIEW will be on Tuesday, October 4,1994 at 7 pm. Please meet at the SUNY-
ESF Public Safety Office at Bray Hall - Room 19. We will take a walking tour of our ESF campus.
We hope to see you there !!!!
SUNY-ESF PUBLIC SAFETY * 24 HRS/DAY & 7 DAYS/WEEK * 470-6666
Career & Counseling Resources
110 Bray Hall with Tom Slocum
The office of student career coun-
seling in 110 Bray has help and infor-
mation for students at all levels, and in
all curricula. Whether you are nearing
graduation, looking for summer em-
ployment, or are an alumnus, chances
are that Career & Counseling has in-
formation and advice to assist you in
your job searches. Stop in and find
out more about the resources available
to you as a student of ESF.
UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENTS
Res ume/JobS earch Workshops...
Especially for spring graduates, this
workshop takes you through the entire
process, and gives you information on
the resources available. Wed and
Thurs, October 5 & 6 at 5:15 pm.
The Hidden Interview...
The art of schmoozing-successful,
appropriate dress and social behavior
for those about to enter the job market.
ASUNY pilot program of three inter-
active workshops Sign-up sheets at
110 Bray. Tues, Wed, Thurs, Novem-
ber 1-3 at 5:30 pm.
COMPUTER ACCESS AT C&C
SF-171 Government Application
Forms....
Cut down on the paperwork and have
your application sent directly from the
office.
Grad School Selection....
Searches for schools by name, pro-




Bring your resume in to C&C for pro-
fessional assessment, usually with a 24
hour turn around time.
Binders-
Keep yourself up to date on the latest
in job openings, summer jobs, intern-
ships, graduate schools, careers in in-
dustry, and information on women and
minorities in science and engineering.
Help Yourself...
To the. information briefs with tips on
resume writing, interviewing tech-
niques, time management, and much,
Career continues pg. 10
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Science on
by Shandor Szalay
In halls and laboratories across the
United Suites and all over the world,
scientists have gone crazy. With breath
stinking of molecules and atomic wiz-
ardry, a belabored dignitary of
academia whispers, " I am God." In-
fused with a lustful desire to disarm
the wild eccentricities and irregulari-
ties of the world
, our great thinkers
have lost sight of the human responsi-
bility to create as we discover. Pure
science is the not the unraveling of the
natural world, but the creation of an
adjacent and spousal human landscape
from the raw complex melodies of na-
ture. Science has acted to isolate us
from our world, demanding that our
own senses are insufficient for under-
"
...Science is too
sane a dicipiine for the
madness of the
world..."
standing. Instead of getting closer to
seeing nature as it is, we move further
away. We are now staring at the world
through a long thin tube. The filtered,
repressed, and refracted images we re-
ceive are so manipulated by the rifts
of our technology and so shallow that
an attempt to understand them be-
comes at last possible but at once point-
less. Lost in a world of semantic con-
fusion and clashing ideology, we have
underUiken the onerous task of block-
ing out the sun. I believe we have put
our hands in to thick tar. In our inves-
tigations of the world we have become
arrogant, seldom pausing to exhale.
Only the shallow hyperventilation of
a society strangely compulsed to regi-
the Rocks and profess to understand all aboutrocks with crazy and peculiar shapes.
Is this profitable, or simply a clever
exercise in self deception? Is this
progress or just gifted sculpting? Sci-
ence is too sane a discipline for the
madness of the world. It,s something
like trying to understand Charles
Manson by asking him about current
events. The understanding of nature
on an ecosystem level will require the
eventual abandonment of rational taxo-
nomic thought, and the evolution of an
mindset as random and wonderfully
irrational as the system it seeks to in-
tercept.
ment and aggregate punctuates the
rhythm of our struggle for comprehen-
sion. Some will say I have the mind of
a quitter. I say we are climbing a
smooth wall, and perhaps we should
try to push it over instead.
Why do I believe science to be the
wrong way to think about the world?
Unlike Plato
, I don,t believe there are
laws that govern the universe. I be-
lieve we create principles, axioms, and
the like in an attempt to rationalize and
quantify an irrational and qualitative
world. We believe that simplification,
generalization, and formalization are
the oats and barely of truth. This is not
so. It is the exceptions to our laws, the
out-lyers in our graphs, and the pertur-
bations in our data that lend nature its
true identity. If we simplify a system
and then claim understanding, we are
fools. Simplicity is not a surrogate for
complexity. Complexity is real and no
amount of scrubbing will make it go
away. I have heard numerous sermons,
dignified and self assured, that claim
breakthrough after breakthrough when
all that has happened is we have
sculpted a cube from a crooked and
irregular rock. We then study the cube
I do not propose the abandonment
of science. I do not believe all of our
work has been an exercise in failure
.
Science
, in many ways, is beautiful. It
is, in its relentless quest to invaginate
and erupt the crevices and cases of the
universe
, the embodiment of the basic
and essential attempt of man to under-
stand his world. However
, I am not
attempting to critique the nature of the
scientist, but rather
, I find fault with
the method of investigation. Befuddled
and skaken, I am aroused by the
thought of a new science: a science that
seeks to realize the behavior of natural
systems not in terms of their parts or
sum of parts or any quantifiable entity
but in light of their inherent nature and
function. With this new science a man
studying rivers, for example, would
spend virtually all of his time in, near,
or around
, rivers. He would developa
genuine understanding of how a river
truly exists through simple investiga-
tions, allowing introspection and in-
tuition to participate to their full capac-
ity. He would not abandon empiri-
cism, but would complement it with
the art and savagery of the naked mind.
He would
, in a manner of speaking,
Science continues pg. 10





Finally, a President who changes his
mind! It's time to get off Bill Clinton
,
s
case for waffling back and forth on is-
sues that Bush or Reagan would have
dealt with quickly and directly. It,s
time to recognize the difference be-
tween Clinton and his two immediate
predecessors - Clinton thinks before
he acts. Clinton realizes the subjec-
tive nature of situations. He doesn*t
approach a domestic issue or an inter-
national conflict with the idea that all
political decisions mast be made to fit
the good guys and bad guys model of
Bush, Reagan, and Dole. Bill Clinton
thinks a lot, but we Americans no
longer appreciate that quality in our
President. Songwriter Gil Scott Heron
suggested that we elected Reagan be-
cause we wanted a hero like John
Wayne to save America from the Bad
Guys. To the GOP, the bad guys might
be communists, dictators, pro-choice
activists, poor people, environmental-
ists, liberals, or any other political body
that might obstruct American FREE
enterprise here or abroad. (I empha-
size "free" to acknowledge the
Limbaughesque ideal that develop-
ment and progress only benefits soci-
ety, while regulation or taxation of de-
velopment and progress Is necessarily
malevolent).
The democrats seem to take a more
sophisticated view of the world. The
democratic approach to government
embraces the concept of protection of
minority rights. Once this concept is
accepted, no solutions are simple. All
issues and conflicts must be dealt with
subjectively. Policies are necessarily
flexible and often inconsistent. But
that,s the way the world is. Dole and
Perot like to call them special interests,
and the scourge of Washington, but
most of the groups to which they refer
are simply advocating minority rights.
And it,s not as if Dole isn,t on the dole
from his share of "special interests"
such as the NRA, anti-choice move-
ment, and some large industry associa-
tions. What about the 1 % of the popu-
lation that especially benefited in the
late ,70s and "80s from Reagan*s
trickle down economics? I don>t sup-
pose Bob Dole would call the wealthi-
est Americans a special interest group,
despite the fact that Reagan and Bush
domestic policy was specif cally aimed
at protecting the rights of this very
ELITE (capitalized for the benefit of
Dan Quayle) minority.
Next election day, before we knock
Bill Clinton by sending more Repub-
licans to D.C. to bring back the heady
O.K. CorraI days that were lost when
Bush was defeated, let's hike a good
look at what our President has and is
trying to achieve despite the political
obstacles set up by Bob Dole and his
GOP (who seem especially out to serve
the special interests of their own party
rather than the needs of Americans).
Trade agreements that benefit our
economy; increased authority to the
U.N.; brokered peace between Israel,
the PLO
, and Jordan; an apparent so-
lution to the Haiti crisis; more equi-
table progressive income tax structure;
extensive Federal land use reform to
protect environmental interests; a
crime bill that addresses preventive
programs (although much of the good
stuff was forced out by the GOP); and
proposed Health Care Reform aimed
at protecting the rights of the weakest,
most vulnerable minority in America.
We all want to help those Americans
too poor to afford health care; yet we
are unwilling to make the sacrifices
necessary. The debate in Congress on
this issue reveals the inability of the
Republicans to see past their next elec-
tions. They are unwilling to make un-
popular decisions to protect the rights
of a minority. Hence, to the GOP,
America's uninsured poor are bad guys
(since they aren,t good guys); while to
the democrats, they are victims of
twelve years of the Reagan/Bush mess
that we elected Bill Clinton to clean
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The EIGutu Pace
A sinfully enjoyable trek into the unknown
Stray Dog, Stray Mind Soul Walls


















Machine soul clanks to itself
its shiny razor-cut solitude
My soul, bleached, unstained, a liar
I display with hollow pride
Fury, furies, my own
barbed gift, I eat myself
Clutching bleeding tundra desolation
Absorbing defiling meat isolation
Turn on too-fragile spindle spun
Raggedly incomplete yet now quite finished
Flame closed vessel rages rages inside
Blinding crushing lust oblivion
Feasting introverting cannibal carrion
Spent into void, no love lost
Nothing found
- Ron Salkin
Sometimes I see him
, saying
I just want to be happy
Never feeling worthy of love
but heeding it so.
Alone because of fear
Of getting hurt,
Its not safe.
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Leery about Leary
by Ron Salkin
Like many other students and mem-
bers of the Syracuse community, I was
very interested when I heard thatTimo-
thy Leary, famed acid guru and coun-
terculture philosopher, was going to
give a talk on campus. I have been at-
tracted to his writings and ideas, for
some time, but I had never had a chance
to hear him speak. I thought that I could
hear, well, maybe not The Truth, but
at least some relatively enlightened
ideas: some pearls of wisdom from the
young-old man which would be
formed before my eyes&ears.
I was, however, terribly disap-
pointed. Not because the presentation
was not what it should have been;
Leary is still at his advanced age able
to empathize completely with the wave
of the present and the future. There
was
, of course, the tantalizing hint of
drugs, the blatant suggestion to defy
authority, and the repeated message to
use your brain, think for yourself, don,t
follow the rules. Which was fine and
fun and more or less what 1 had ex-
pected.
The problem came for me in the
person of Leary himself. He digressed
into history, into an examination of
how technology has spawned new ages
in the past. One of the eras he exam-
ined was the Reformation, a period
which was and is of particular histori-
cal interest to me. But what Leary said
was truly nonsense. He talked of how
Luther's act of nailing the 95 Theses
to the door was that of a social revolu-
tionary. He talked of how Luther traas-
lated the bible into German while still
a monk
, and of how Luther
,
s move-
ment became a social force. He made
Luther into the harbinger of social
change, the creator of a new era, a
mental hooligan (like Leary himself)
who broke the rules and made his own.
But these things did not happen
like that. In fact, nailing things to the
door of the church where Luther taught
at Wittemberg was merely a way of
opening them up to public debate. It
was not the act of a social revolution-
ary, but of a church scholar raising a
point of theological interest. Secondly,
Luther never intended to cause a rup-
ture within the church
, but only to ef-
fect some reforms of corrupt practices,
"
... Today, being
rebellious is even con-
sidered righteous..."
and to continue the refinements of
church dogma. Third, while unrest did
result from Luther,s stand
, he did not
take part in or endorse such activies.
His pamphlet JKgainst the Murdering
And Thieving Hordes of Peasants, ad-
vocated the violent suppressing and
killing of social revolutionaries. He did
not translate the Bible into German
until well after his break with the
Catholic Church. In short, he was nei-
ther hero nor demon
, but a scholar who
was caught up in a moment of history.
Leary was absolutely right about
the revolutionary effect of the printing
press (its influence over the Reforma-
tion has been well documented), but
mistook Luther for some sort of hero-
revolutionary. Reasoning backwards
from theory to tact, he had created, in
his vision of Luther
, a man who did
not really exist. This to me was dou-
bly damning from a man who was ad-
vocating the opening of minds; he had
never bothered to examine in the slight-
est detail the life or personality of the
man he was enshriningas a monument
to revolution.
This crime is exactly the same
one that is practiced agaiast Leary him-
self; the crime that got him kicked out
of Harvard
, and got him sent to prison.
He was made into a demon
, into a sym-
bol, as a corrupter of youth and the dis-
seminator of mind-destroying drugs
and immorality. To see him partake of
this so easily reminded me that the very
reason everyone was in that audito-
rium- to set their mind free- was ex-
actly the reason that they should have
gotten out of their seats and left, or
never come at all. It was like seeing
behind the facade of a movie set- once
the crack has opened, it cannot be dis-
pelled from the mind. How am some-
one stand on stage and tell everyone to
question authority without becoming
one? How easy is it for counterculture
youth to reject conventional authority's
vision of the world only to find them-
selves sucking on another nipple, lap-
ping up someone's else's view of real-
ity once again?Today, being rebellious
is even considered righteous, the
proper thing for a 20-something to be.
Leading to the irony of the word "al-
ternative" coming to mean "main-
stream.
"
 Even the word, "counter-cul-
ture"; its not whatever we feel like do-
ing that we embrace, but the opposite
of what Society feels like we ought to
do. Thus, we are still having our ideals
and dreams shaped by others, but it is
more of a photographic negative of
1adult' society that is created.
Real freedom in my mind is
much more than that, and much cost-
lier. You ain't have freedom while en-
joying the safety and ideological com-
fort of the crowd. You ain't have free-
dom while you are still too scared to
Lea 17 contiues pg. 15
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News from KOA
by Cherry
On the park, activities are beginning
to take on a new light. Fraternity rush
was .last-wee
.k:so we probably have a
fresh hew pledge class. Good luck,
guys,' For anyone still interested in
ESF,s only social fraternity, its not too
latev ome oPdown and check it out.
In my article last week, I neglected to






Keep up the good yvork.Tn other news,
our annual KFD i&Iumni get-together
is rapidly approarJting, and it looks as
if this year is going to be a big one.
We're receiving letters from as far back
as 1949. 1 can't wait We've hired a
new cook, and I must say that she is
doing a bang up job. We; eat ufjgthe
meals almostas voraciousfyasthe
'Mss
that have been chewing on Rick,s
earthworms. Well, I gotta wrap this
up. I still haven
'






Thurday Sept. 29 at 6PM in the
Nobel Rm. of Hendrick's
Chapel
Plant Sale
Sept. 28 and 29
9:30- 4:30 PM in Schine
Bookstore
Compost from pg. 1
For new and old timers
, here's a
brief history of the composting efforts
on campus by the Recycling Club.
Starting in the fall 1991, the Recycling
Club actively composted the waste
generated by the Gallery and Nifkin
Lounge. Club members brought the
bags (mainly piper products and food)
up to the old greenhouse behind Bray
Hall. Recyclables, such as #1 and #2
plastics and milk cartons, were sorted
out along with the unrecyclable plas-
tics. The rest was shredded
, mixed
with sewage sludge from the
Baldwinsville Municipal Treatment
Plant
, and put into bias. The sludge
added nitrogen to the material, in-
creased the moisture content and added
microorganisms. Regularly, tempera-
tures were taken and the compost was
turned over. The end product was a
soil-like medium. This was used for
experimentation by graduate students.
Approximating the number and
weight of bags, the club successfully
obtained approximately 80% reduc-
tion! Gary Feinland and Dr. Richard
McClimmans were advisors for the
project, and John LaGorga designed




decided to wrap up the project. The
club felt that even though waste was
being greatly reduced by composting,
there had not been a substantial reduc-
tion at the source. This means cutting
back on the number of napkins taken
or the number of photocopies made.
The club needs YOU to make the dif-
ference and generate ideas on how to
reduce, and then practice these ideas.
We hope the new composting project
will stimulate these thoughts and ac-
tions.
Any questions or comments?
Voice them at Recycling Club
meetings
Wednesdays (ft) 5 p.m., Illick 241,
or leave a message in our mail
box
in the basement of Bray Hall,
or call Art Bilco (club advisor)
at 470-6588
Career from pg. 5
much more. Found in the hall rack
outside 110 Bray.
Job Choices...
Job Choices in Science and Engineer-
ing: free magazines with plenty of ar-
ticles on all aspects of the job search
process, temporary positions, interna-
tional programs, also employer and
occupational indices.
Science from pg. 6
understand it by becoming part of the
system. With this qualitative yet vast
knowledge, he could advise an entire
society about the needs of the river. He
would know what"impacts" would be
healthy and which ones would not.
Before you subject me to the scorns of
"realism" let me defend myself by say-
ing, look around you. If you do, you
will see that our present system of re-
lating to world is not partially wrong,
or slightly skewed. It is a completely
insane aberration of everything good
and natural. Naive though I may be, I
am content to know that I have avoided
cementing myself to the re lies of a fun-
damentally flawed institution. Meta-
phorically, we are a road that does lead
to enlightenment but only towards a
room full equations, theories, and one
bottle of aspirin. Tired and confused
we take the aspirin and shut the door.





"Ride the Pines" 
It has become one of the things we
now expect of Major League Baseball
(MLB) - the strike. So many proj?- ..
lems and so many factions are inlMveci. What f shame .that wqyld be. Pitts-
in the MLB strike. You have the play- \burgh is a towi epedji seball tra-
ers and the owners, right? Well, ik»ot "tion the Pr||tes hayp been there
even that simple. Baseball is trying S4"Cf {hf 131e »8<* ""d Wrf"Ch
the patience of its fans by pulling this my stomach to see them leave there,
little stunt, without a doubt. Who %e\thgugptp;!i 6t my favoHte
could afford to pay them what they
wanted. The one who did not leave
via free agency, John Smiley, was
traded for two minor league prospects
the season before he was to become a
free agent, so at least the Pirates would
get something for him. That was once
a proud team, but due to its stars leav-
ing for large market teams with much
more money, Pittsburgh had a very me-
diocre team this season. There is even
talk of the Pirates leaving Pittsburgh.
knows what the outcome will be? Not
I. I can (maybe) offer some intelligible °f %si teams whbriav| and those who
iasighL dP& 
team. They have a small area to call
theirs
, and not that many people live
in that area. Being a reasonably small
city in MLB, they do not have a "su-
per station" like Atlanta, Chicago, or
New York to get any large television
contract with. When you lose, atten-
dance goes down, as the Brewers are
finding out. I went to a game on Me-
morial day, and there were less than
15,000 people there. What a better day
to expect a crowd than on a legal holi-
day?
So why did I bother to tell that
story? That is the plight of a small
market team. They have no options.
The real conflict in the MLB strike is
.
earns
The factions in this, strike number
8 in MLB history, number in three.
They are the players, the big market
owners, and the small market owners.
I feel that in order for the strike to be
settled, the last two sets of people, the
small market owners, and the big mar-
ket owners, must get together. This is
where the greatest problem in MLB
lies; the disparity between large mar-
kets and small markets amongst teams
in monumental. My favorite example
is that of the Pittsburgh Pirates. For
those who are baseball fans, you will
remember what a proud team this was
not to long ago. What a line-up they
had! Bobby Bonilla and Barry Bonds
anchored them
, with a fine staff of start-
team. This boils down to a situations between the large market and the small
market owners. You don,t see that
y
-problem happening in the National
Football League (NFL) because they
.share revenues -something baseball
Should try. The Green Bay Packers are
/one of the leagues richest teams, and
' the are in the NFL,s smallest market.
They benefit form revenue sharing -
as does the rest of the NFL. You never
hear of the NFL owners crying poor,
do you? Even with free agency, play-
ers leave teams to find a winner, not to
find money. Revenue sharing, 1 be-











disparity of income, based
primarily on the location of eadh team.
For example, I am now in the Milwau-
kee Brewer,s market. Milwaukee is a
M
There you have it. The players are
greedy, yes, that is always the case, Isn
'
t
it? They don,t like the salary cap, and
it would probably help things out im-
mensely. That would fall into place
city of about Lptil lion, people, with a
limited metrdpolitajfTai§a. The area
they have for their market is rather
small, when yori consider
,
they are
within an hour and one-half drive from
Chicago and the Western half of lite and be a secondary thing if the owners
ing pitchers featuring Doug Drabek state is* much closer to Muuje.apoliS-s s y'  §?t their acts in gear and share
and John Smiley. They had a solid in- St.. Paul than to Milwaukee. ThekTheir revenues. This sounds a little so-
field with Jose Lind at second base and Northern part of the state is populated ciahstic,
<
but baseball teams (and any
like the Adirondacks - very sparsely, bthfer sports teams) should concern
The next major city in Wisconsin is ; themselves with making a winner.
Madison, about the size of Syracuse, ".'Theti money will follow. The league
and then the population centers become better get its act together in a hurry,
much smaller after that. They are a
geographically a very unfortunate Baseball continues pg. 15
Steve Buechele at third. 411 -of tb|;,;
above are guys that kept this team at
the top of the National League for three
years. All of those players-riow play
for other teams, all but one leavingvia
free agency to large market teams who
Register to Vote
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Around Campus
Pimm to Lecture on Campus
by Aimee Delach
One of the nation,s foremost re-
searchers in conservation biology
will be visiting campus this week.
Dr. Stuart Pimm is a professor of
Zoology at the University of Tennes-
see and a 1993 Pew Scholar in Con-
servation Biology. He will present
lectures on the topic of species ex-
tinctions at ESF and SU this Thurs-
day and Friday.
Dr. Pimm received his Ph.D. in
1974 from New Mexico State Uni-
versity and has done extensive re-
search on rare species in the Pacific
Islands. He feels that one of the most
important challenges to conservation
biologists is the study of the dynam-
ics of entire communities. He be-
lieves that understanding processes
involving hundreds of species, over
larger temporal and spatial scales
than are usually tackled by ecolo-
gists, is essential to effective conser-
vation biology.
In his recent book, The Balance of
Nature?, he addresses our ability to pre-
dict species1 recovery after catastrophe,
vulnerability to extinction, and the ef ects
of species introductions. He contends
that the stability of any community is
actually a synthesis of several factors:
how long a variable (such as number of
individuals of a particular species) re-
mains at the same level, how quickly it
returns to equilibrium after displacement,
how much it varies over time, and how
many other things change after a perma-
nent displacement of the variable.
Dr. Pimm will speak at noon in 111
Marshall Hall, on Thursday Sept. 29, on
the topic"Recentand Future Extinctions:
How Fast Are They Happening?" He
will also present "Predicting Times To
Extinction" at noon on Friday Sept. 30,
in Room 304C Lyman Hall.
Did you know that only 48 percent
of Americans between the ages of 18
and 24 are registered to vote? Young
people need to exercise their right to
affect decisions on issues such as aid
for higher education. Over the next
two weeks
, the New York Public In-
terest Research Group (NYPIRG) will
conduct a voter registration drive to
increase student voting participation.
Registration tables will be located
in Marshall Foyer from 10am to 4pm
on September 27, 28, and 29, and on
October 4, 5, and 6. Registration will
also take place in the Schine Student
Center and in Goldstein on South Cam-
pus. Anyone who is over eighteen and
has lived in New York for the thirty
days before election day is eligible to
vote. Essentially, there is no excuse
not to register. If you do register on
campus, you can vote at Schine on No-
vember 8th.
NYPIRG is
, of course, in need of
volunteers to run the registration tables.





(Chemistry Fraternity) Friday, September 30
Clark Reservation
RUSH MEETING
(rain location: Chemistry Library,
Friday September 30 Baker Hall)
4:00PM Food and Refreshments
Sci-Tech Building Foyer (SU)
at 4:00 PM
Questions, contact Kris at 426-0206





The NYS Association for Reduc-
tion, Resuse and Recycling, the NYS
Association of Economic Develop-
ment and the Onondaga County
Resouce Recovery Agency are co-
sponsoring the Sixth Anuual Recycling
Coference. The conference is
schedualed for Tuesday and Wednes-
day November 1, and 2, and will be
help at the ONcenter in downtown
Syracuse.
The conference will have much to
of er for the recycling enthusiast. A
variety of interactive small group
workshops in composting, teaching,
case studiies, problem solving, and
new technology comprise the major-
ity of the program. Other highlights:
The NYS Environmental Exibition
, a
complation of more than 200 vendors
displaying the latest in environmnetal
products and services, and the
Dicovery Room, a one-on-one semi-
nar in such activies as in paper mak-
ing, worm composting, and enviro-
shopping.
For furthur information on this up-
coming event please call Debbie Jack-
son at (518) 457-7337.
Biogeochem. Seminar
at Cornell University
The next Biogeochemistry Seminar
will be Sept 30, at 4:00 pm in the
Morison Room, Cors Hall.
Dr. John Downing of the University
of Montreal wil present.
Permaculture:
Sustainable Living
What in the world is
PERMACULTURE? Well if you re-
ally want to find out, the best thing to
do is invest some time and attend the
"
Designing a Sustainable Homestead",
a ten day intensive workshop in
permaculture. The workshop will be
held at the Fish Creek Inn in
Grangerville, NY. The workshop will
be lead by Dan Hemmenway, a world
renowned teacher and innovator in
permaculture. He has educated stu-
dents on four continents
, leading work-
shops, design courses, and advanced
programs. Please call (518) 695-6698
for more information.
If you still want to know what
permaculture is butdo
't have the time
for a ten-day jaunt; this is the article
for you. Permaculture is a way of in-
tegrating human living needs with na-
tures processes. It is a healthy and bal-
anced way to relate to and use the
earth,s resources. Permaculture ac-
counts forsite specific conditions such
as contour
, orientation to the sun, en-
ergy flow, existing plants, structures
and site history. These investigations
are then used to create a system that
provides food, water, shelter, energy,
income and beauty while preserving
the integrity of an constantly evolving
and diverging natural community.
Problems such as sanitation
, pest con-
trol, water purification, food sources,
and income are all considerations that
go into developing a permacuiure de-
sign. The key is that permaculture pro-
vides an avenue by which to live
sustainably and in harmony with our
natural surroundings.
National College Poetry Contest
Open to all college and university students desiring
to have their poetry anthologized. Cash prized will
be awarded to the top five poems.
Deadline: October 31.




Los Angeles, CA 90044
Or stop by the Knothole office for a copy.
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,000,000 Jews were murdered in Nazi Germany.
Women earn 690 to every $1.00 earned by men.
Approximately 1 in every 11 people have a disability.
When Columbus "discovered" America, there were 10-12 million
Native people already living here!
Over 91 % of Gays have experienced violence due to their sexual orientation.
By 1995, 75% of the work force will be from under-represented groups.
Thursday, September 29 is
National Campus Together Day
The Office of Activities and Organizations, Gamma Delta Theta, and Kappa Phi Delta
would like to invite you to learn about various cultures and oppression.
On Thursday, we will post information around campus to heighten awareness.
On Friday, we will show Scliindlerfs List in Marshall Auditorium at 6:45pm.
While there will be soda and popcorn, there will be no charge! 




The State University of New York
will be offering a graduate fellowship
program designed to recruit, enroll, and
retain students who have been histori-
cally underrepresented in the
University's graduate and professional
programs. Currently, more than five
hundred students are engaged in the
program, and since 1987, over 600 stu-
dents have completed the program.
The Fellowship is open to US. citi-
zens or permanent residents who be-
long to the following minority groups:
African Americans, Hispanic Ameri-
cans or Native Americans. Applicants
must be accepted into a full-time
graduate or professional degree.
Awards range from $75.00-$ 10,00and
include a graduate tuition scholarship
granted annually to new students
For further information contact:
Assistant Vice Chancellor
Diversity and Af irmative Action
State University of New York
SUNY Plaza
Albany, New York 12246
(518) 443-5676
Tired but full of cheer, three
flying pigs landed in Cairo,
Egypt last Tuesday. The trio was
greeted by a huge crowd. UN
officials say the pigs are simply
out to have fun.
Leary from pg. 9
live without someone explaining this
often frightening&lonely world to
you. You can
't have freedom ex-
plained to you, taught to you, granted
to you, or forced on you. You can't
have freedom unless you are willing
to continually go through the pain-
ful process of facing whatever fear
and anger and self-hate and evil
(whatever you choose to call it) you
have within yourself. Its not fun,
cheap, or simple, but at least it is real.
Baseball from pg.l 1
however. Now football is upon as and
fens are more inclined not to care about
baseball. Fan apathy will kill a sport,
and fan apathy is baseball
,
s greatest
enemy. They are giving fan apathy a
chance to grow with the strike - and
it could spell doom for baseball. Guys,
you
,







Week of Sept. 28
Various locations on ESF
and SU Campuses
Quote of the week:
"Agriculture, Astronomy,
Zoology, teach that
Nature,s dice are always
loaded."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
Who's Who Nominations
Students, faculty, and staff are invited to nominate students for 1994-
1995 Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities
recognition. Nominees who have exhibited any combinations of the follow-
ing will be considered:
.scholastic ability (senior-2.5 or better; grads-3.0 or better)
.participation and leadership in campus programs/activities
.citizenship and service to ESF/SU community
.potential for future achievement
Graduating seniors and graduate students who expect to complete their
degree this year are eligible for nomination. Students may also nominate
themselves.
Nominee Information Sheets are available in the Office of Activities and
Organizations, 110 Bray Hall, and mast be returned to that office no later




lp fie Jleer future...
Upcoming Events - September 28 - October 5
Wednesday
Open Forum - 11:45 am, Sept. 28, Nifkin Lounge
Reclycling Club Meeting - 5:00 pm, every Wednesday, 241 Illick Hall
American Fisheries Society - 5:30 pm, Sept. 28, 251 Illick Hall
SEAC. Meeting - 6:00 pm, every Wednesday, Moon Conference Room
Knothole Meeting - 6:30 pm, every Wednesday, 22 Bray Hall
Thursday
Dr. Stuart Pimm "Recent and Future Extinctions: How Fast Are They Happening?" - noon, Sept. 29,
111 Marshall Hall
Faculty Meeting - 3:15 pm, Sept. 29, 5 Illick Hall, Reception, 3:00 pm, Illick Lobby
NAEP (National Association of Environmental Professionals) Meeting - 4:30 pm, Sept. 29, 11 Illick Hall
Wildlife Society Meeting - 5:30 pm Sept. 29, 319 Marshall Hall
Baobab Society - 7:00 pm, Sept. 29, 308 Baker Lab
SAF (Society of American Foresters) Meeting - 7:00 pm, every Thursday, 212 Marshall Hall
Friday
Dr. Stuart Pimm "Predicting Times to Extinction" - noon, Sept. 30, 304C Lyman Hall, SU campus
Empire Forester Yearbook Meeting -1:00 pm, Sept. 30, 22 Bray Hall
Graduate Student TGIF - 4:30 pm Sept. 30, Nifkin Loungea Don't forget to bring your mug.
Saturday
SU Football vs. Virginia Tech - 3:30 pm, Oct. 1, Carrier Dome, Restricted Parking in Effect
Monday
James J. Kay "Embracing Compexity: The Challenge of the Ecosystem Approach To Environmental
Protection and Management" - 4:00 pm, Sept. 26, Marshall Auditorium
USA (Undergraduate Student Association) Meeting 5:30 pm, every Monday, Moon Conference Room
Tuesday
George Albrecht Memorial Lecture, George Hargeaves Lecturer, "Re-made Landscapes" - 8:00 pm,
Oct. 4, Marshall Auditorium
Next Wednesday
Recycling Club Meeting - 5:00 pm, every Wednesday, 241 Illick Hall
GSA (Graduate Student Association) Meeting- 5:15 pm, Wednesday Oct. 5, 324 Bray Hall
SEAC Meeting - 6:00 pm, every Wednesday, Moon Conference Room
Knothole Meeting - 6:30 pm, every Wednesday, 22 Bray Hall
Appendix or Notes on General. Writing
I. Day's ten commandments of good writing Day, R.A. 1988. How to
Write and Publish a Scientific Paper, 3rd ed. Oryx Press, Phoenix, AZ.)
1. Each pronoun should agree with their antecedent.
2. Just between you and I, case is important.
3. A preposition is a poor word to end a sentence with.
4. Verbs has to agree with their subject.
5. Don,t use no double negatives.
6. Remember to never split an infinitive.
7. When dangling, don't use participles.
8. Join clauses good, like a conjunction should.
9. Don,t write a run-on sentence it is difficult when you've got to
punctuate it so it makes sense when the reader reads what you
wrote. c
10. About sentence fragments. -p
II. a poem of proofreading frustration »











The, quick-brown, fox, jumped-over a fire, hydrant,,,-OH yes it did?
EL1GABLE!!!
"the punctuation ". or, or ! or;
(blah, blah, blah!)
The Knothole
Guide to Successful Submissions
Knothole staff, September 1994
The Knothole is currently trying to maintain its improved image as
an all out (albeit small and somewhat personal) newspaper rather than
a "campus rag.
" With this in mind
, we are anxious to present to ESF
pages relevant to the campus as a whole, worthy of the time every-
one gives to read it.
The following is a guide for contributors, answering such ques-
tions as "what will/have I write/written?," "How do I get it in print?,
"
and "Why is my work suddenly more concise, etc.?" We hope this
will provide the impetus for even more submissions that are pleasing
to the author, editor, our advisor, as well as the college community.
I. The
A. Articles
1. News: "Just the facts,
Ma,am." The journalistic stan-
dard is to present facts from
most to least important in an 
"in-
verted pyramid". This allows
your audience the option of de-
termining if the entire piece is
relevant before investing the
time in reading it. It also has the
advantage of preventing the lay-
out crew from accidentally
cropping the most important tid-
bit.
We,d like to thank the
clubs and organizations in ad-
vance for their continued use of
this approach. We feel it the
most benefical way of getting
the Club News and Views to po-
tential members, while making
our proofing and editing easier.
Some advice: Side remarks
writing g
o»
about how so-and-so out drank 
the rest of the world should be
left out. Unless they can be U
made into a personal quote, (e.g., q
"The Soiree was a total waste
cause I couldn,t get totally wast- >
ed" said l.M. Cool, after the ear- £
ly closing of the OnCenter's bar
at the annual event, or "The
Knothole has violated my right
to free speech" alledged Smertz.)
these are more in line with a
"personal ad.
"
2. Feature. Features use
a news approach as a basis, but
is more creative in presentation.
Thus, the topics are not nec-
essarily time dependent (i.e. If
we hold off printing until next
week so our arts and graphics
people can add the perfect




1. Column. Here,s your
chance to get your (tasteful) digs
in about politics, the environ-
ment and what-have-you (ex-
cept personal attacks!) on a regu-
lar basis.
2. Letters. This is one of the
most popular venues for sub-
missions. This method address-
es clarification of fact, as well as
oddball usually-one-time-
commentary type of topics. A
letter is a chance to unburden
your opinion about some topic.
This is not the place for biting
jabs at some known (or un-
known) opponent. Rather than
providing witty commentary and
evidence of the author,s super-
ior intelligence, they prove his
(or her) pomposity. Please, keep
personal attacks personal.
C. The Short Stuff
1. Announcements. Self
explanatory. Please make sure
you have included time, date,
place, and who to contact for
more information (even if you
don't want it printed-we need to
be able to verify the info if
something is missing or if we re-
ceive conflicting data).
2. Advertisements. While
ads are free, they must be
deemed as "something of inter-
est to a part of the campus com-
munity.
" As this is the most ec-
onomical venue of publicity, we
have no qualms about editing
these for space, tact, or taste.
3. Anecdotes and quotes.
Make sure you have cited the
source!
D. Combinations thereof
Combining formats make the ed-
itorial staff uneasy. By in-
filtrating a presentation of facts
with non-pertinent information,
it detracts from the story. This
occurs in two ways: 1) The feel-
ing that "Wow, these people







using this venue to "air dirty
laundry" or "elicit controversy"
for whatever the reason, it shows
either your bad taste, and/or our
stupidity in violating our own
advertising policy.
II. The Artsy Stuff
A. Poetry. Let us know the
title (or if there isn't one). If
spacing is critical to the central
message, or misspellings
planned, etc., let us know.
B. Drawings. Un-
fortunately, only black and white
drawings and cartoons copy
well. Grays may also suffice,
but don't count on it.
3
III. Special Requests
We have in the past been known
to print surveys, ballots, collages
of idiotic advertisements and the
like. If you have something like
this in mind, please talk to a staff
member. We can make sugges-
tions about presentabiliy as well
as printabilitv.
IV. Getting it in Print
What could you have done to
ensure that your vital words
made it into its 2 column inches
of space without any of the staff
being telepathic? Submit your
Macintosh or PC file on a clear-
ly labeled 3 1/2" diskette. There
are only a few small caveats to
this procedure:
word processing
. Common Mac formats (Mac-
Write I or II
, Microsoft Word
5.0 or 5.1, and WordPerfect top
this list) are almost effortlessly
accessed.
. PC files (WordPerfect or
TEXT files, for example) can be
translated with little difficulty as
long as they have been saved on
a true high density disk (2
holes).
drawing packages
. Your MacDraw or other Mac-
intosh piece can be used if











Adding a hard copy (print) of
your submission will aid the re-
formatting process (if nec-
essary), in addition to providing
a handy place for your name,
signature (if accompanying a
letter to the editor), and phone
number in the event clarification
is needed.
electronic submissions
. Please use a test editor or re-
move all formatting characters
prior to sending to: knot-
hole@mailbox.syr.edu.
V. Fixing it up/ Embellishments
Sometimes submissions ar-
rive riddled with spelling and
grammatical errors. Our copy
editors strive to catch and repair
these prior to going to press. Of-
ten
, they have to make a very
tough call - is the grammar
really poor, or is it a matter of
personal style? Thus, we reserve
the right to refuse or edit any
material submitted.
